
Rakesh

I solve complex problems  

for people.
“

Over my 15+ Years of experience, I strive to create 

engaging user experiences that people �nd 

inspiring. �e interfaces I design are pixel-perfect 

and are in�uenced by modern design principles. I 

have a strong background in web and mobile 

design.

www.iamrakesh.com 

linkedin.com/in/vkrakesh 

dribbble.com/iamrakesh

Create overall concepts for the user experience within our 

secure communication products ensuring all interactions 

are intuitive and easy for users. Work in a highly 

collaborative fashion with other designers, engineering 

teams, product managers, product marketing, product 

owners, and other key stakeholders to ensure product 

releases scope is well de�ned and clear. 

 

Lead the visual and technical direction of the experience 

design, visual style, and technical tooling, with input from 

director-level peers of product design and development 

teams.  

 

Manage design libraries and design systems with 

adherence to product branding requirements and work 

with the UX team to maintain design system, optimize 

work process and improve quality of work.
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Senior Product Designer 

Dubai, UAE

merakeshvk@gmail.com

+971 55 5608012

Sketching 

Wireframing 

Prototyping 

Visual design 

Product strategy 

User Interface Design 

User Experience Design 

Interaction Design 

Design systems 

UI Kits 

UI Concepts 

User Research 

Usability Testing 

Front-end Development 

Video Editing



Creating rapid prototypes to validate design concepts with 

stakeholders and customers. Conduct end-to-end user 

experience design activities to identify user needs, build 

product features and improve design continuously with 

user research. Creating rapid prototypes to validate design 

concepts with stakeholders and customers. Work closely 

with developers to communicate design details and 

ensure high-quality implementation.  Designing user-

experiences from low-�delity sketches to hi-�delity pixel 

perfect mockups.  Working within an agile so�ware 

development process, teaching and instructing scrum 

teams how to work more efficiently with UI/UX teams. 

 

Converting Designs to HTML/CSS/Sass Comprehensively 

review the Applications compatible with all browsers.

Work closely with the Marketing and engineering teams at 

various stages like strategy, planning, design, development 

and iteration for providing be�er experience solutions. 

Managing the creatives and marketing campaigns for 

in.yahoo.com. 

Worked closely with the clients in Texas, USA. and I was 

able to deliver several websites and web application 

successfully. I was responsible for creating brand identity 

(logo), Color pale�e and the entire UI/UX design for the 

web interface throughout.

Danat FZ LLC

Yahoo! India

Toad�y Technologies

Fomax Technologies

Dubai, UAE 

May 2010 - Nov 2019

Bangalore, India 

Aug 2008 - Apr 2010

Bangalore, India 

Mar 2007 - Jun 2008

Bangalore, India 

Feb 2006 - Feb 2007

Senior UI/UX Designer

Creative UI Designer

Diploma In Multimedia

UI Designer & Developer

Web Designer

Tools

Awards & 
Nominations

Education

Sketch 

Figma 

Invision 

Studio 

Zeplin 

Adobe Suite 

XHTML/HTML5 

CSS 

SCSS/Sass 

Agile/Scum

CSS Reel Winner 

HTML Winner 

CSS Fox Winner 

Design Guru 

CSS Design Awards 

CSS Winner 

CSS Mania 

CSS Awards

Routers Intermedia Pvt. Ltd. 

2004 - 2006


